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Abstract 

 
This paper suggests a novel architecture for a 

reconfigurable accelerator for computations over discrete 
vectors. The number of executed operations is limited but 
they can arbitrarily be chosen from a practically 
unlimited set of feasible operations. The software model 
and hardware implementations of the accelerator are 
discussed in detail. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

There are many digital systems that require executing 
operations over Boolean and ternary vectors of arbitrary 
size. On the one hand, the number of feasible operations 
on such vectors is practically infinite. On the other hand, 
each particular application will typically only require a 
very limited number of such operations. Thus it is rational 
to construct a reusable circuit that can perform a restricted 
number of operations over the types of vectors being 
considered, but where these operations can be customized 
for an unlimited (or at least very large) number of specific 
applications. Let us assume that the circuit has been 
designed in such a way that: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

at any given time it can perform any Q operations over 
vectors from a set O of allowed operations; 

the number Q is limited and Q<<|O|; 

only the number of operations, Q, is fixed, and the 
operations themselves can arbitrarily be changed by 
reprogramming the functionality of the circuit. Note 
that for such purposes it is not necessary to redesign 
the circuit. 

This circuit can be considered as a parameterizable 
library component with modifiable functionality that 
might be effectively used for a number of digital systems 

in such areas as data compression/decompression [1], 
cryptography [2], communications [3], embedded 
controllers [4], combinatorial computations [5], etc. It is 
also important that such a circuit can be employed as a 
processing element for coarse-grain reconfigurable 
architectures [6]. Some particular examples will be 
considered in more detail in section 4. 
 
2. Basic architecture 
 

The proposed architecture for the accelerator is shown 
in fig. 1. There are 8 registers in fig. 1, which are the 
following: 

operand registers R1 and R2 that store given vectors V1 
and V2 and/or intermediate result(s) if required; 
temporary register Rt, which is useful for swapping 
vectors V1, V2 and similar operations;  
mask register Rm for masking some positions of the 
vectors V1, V2 and Vt;  
index register "index" for selecting a desired element 
of the vectors V1 and V2; 
size register "size" for storing the size of the vectors; 
counter "count" for performing counting operations; 
temporary register "temp" for keeping intermediate 
results of counting operations. 

The circuit in fig. 1 allows operations to be performed 
over individual vector elements, as well as parallel or 
sequential operations over either one or two Boolean or 
ternary vectors. Any ternary vector is composed of two 
Boolean vectors BV0 and BV1. The vector BV0 (BV1) 
contains ones in the positions that have zeros (ones) in the 
respective ternary vector. Note that the proposed 
architecture enables us to carry out operations over 
vectors with 4 possible values of their elements that can 
arbitrarily be coded by two-bit binary codes: 00, 01, 10, 
11. An example of such encoding is given in section 4.  

The component "=" (see fig. 1) permits values in the 
registers "index" and "size" to be compared.  
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Run time changes to the circuit functionality can be 
achieved with the aid of 4 dynamically reconfigurable 
components, which are: 

RVCC - reconfigurable combinational circuit that 
performs operations over entire vectors V1 or/and V2; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

RECC - reconfigurable combinational circuit that 
performs operations over individual elements of V1 
and V2 with the same index I; 
RFSM - reconfigurable finite state machine (FSM) 
that permits to carry out sequential operations over V1 
or/and V2; 
RC - reconfigurable comparator that permits the 
selection of different criteria for comparison of the 
registers "temp" and "count". 
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Fig. 1. Basic architecture of the accelerator 

 
The variables x1,x2,...,x4 and also others that are not 

shown in fig. 1 inform RFSM about some states of the 
accelerator, such as "index"="size", "index"≤"size"  etc. 
The variables y1,y2,...,y8 and some others that are not 
shown in fig. 1 enable us to change states of the 
accelerator. There are some variables that cause data 
transfer between the registers R1, R2 and Rt. Inputs and 
outputs of the circuit in fig. 1 that are marked with 
asterisks are external and they permit loading the vectors, 
setting the mask register Rm and retrieving the result of 
the operation. The latter can be either a new vector, or 
some value such as the number of zeros in a given vector 
or a yes/no answer (i.e. 1/0) as to whether or not a given 
vector has don't care positions, etc. 

The circuit can be used as it is shown in fig. 2. 
Reconfiguration makes it possible to alter the 
functionality of the blocks RVCC, RECC, RC and RFSM.  

We assume that all the reconfigurable components can 
be implemented on the basis of reloadable RAM blocks.  
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Fig. 2. Accelerator interface 

 
3. Reconfiguration technique 
 

The simplest reconfigurable block, RECC, has L=4 
inputs, N=2 outputs and permits two Boolean functions of 
four variables to be implemented. Obviously it can be 
trivially implemented on the basis of RAM(l,n), l≥L, n≥N, 
where l and n are the number of RAM inputs and outputs 
respectively. 

In a trivial case, the block RVCC can be composed of 
G blocks RECC (G is the size of the vectors V1 and V2). 
This allows any operation, such as OR, AND, XOR, etc., 
to be carried out over entire vectors. Operations like 
"checking for orthogonality" can also be easily 
implemented by verifying if there is at least one element 
in the vectors V1 and V2 that satisfies one of the following 
two conditions: 1) (V1(BV0)=0) AND (V1(BV1)=1)  AND 
(V2(BV0)=1) AND (V2(BV1)=0); 2) (V1(BV0)=1) AND 
(V1(BV1)=0)  AND (V2(BV0)=0) AND (V2(BV1)=1), 
where Ve(BVf), (e∈{1,2}, f∈{0,1}) is Boolean vector 
BVf for the ternary vector Ve. However there are many 
operations that require quite complicated combinational 
circuits. Some examples of such operations are counting 
the number of ones (zeros, don't care) in a vector, testing 
if a vector contains k (k=2,3,4,...) successive ones (zeros, 
don't care), checking if a vector contains some specific 
patterns, etc. We assume that these operations will be 
implemented sequentially with the aid of a RFSM that 
establishes the required sequence. 

For the accelerator in fig. 1, the block RVCC is 
composed of a RAM-based circuit S and an OR element 
(see fig. 3). The circuit S permits the execution of logical 
operations over vectors V1 and V2. It contains G blocks 
RECC. The OR element has 2G inputs and one output, 
which presents the result of testing operation, such as 
checking for orthogonality. 

The structure of the block RC is depicted in fig. 4. It is 
composed of a comparator that calculates a result for the 
following two operations: "temp < count" and "temp = 
count". The RAM-based combinational circuit has 2 
inputs and 1 output and it can be programmed in such a 
way that an output x indicates the result for one of the 
following six operations: "temp < count", "temp ≤ count" 
"temp = count", "temp ≠ count", "temp > count" and 

 



"temp ≥ count". These operations are sufficient for all the 
considered computations over vectors. 
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Fig. 3. The structure of RVCC (see fig. 1) 
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When all reconfigurable blocks have been designed 

and implemented in hardware (in FPGA in particular), 
changes to their functionality can be provided either 
statically, using ROM, or dynamically, using RAM. The 
main advantage of such an approach (compared with 
uniquely constructed circuits) is that the same block can 
be used for different applications. In the case of RAM-
based blocks it is possible to reuse the same circuits to 
implement different functionality during execution time. 

We have explored two methods for the dynamic 
reconfiguration of RAM-based circuits. 

The first method reloads memory blocks (such as 
RECC, RVCC, etc.) using dual port capabilities in such a 
way that the first port is used for providing the normal 
functionality, and the second port allows the RAM 
contents to be reloaded to provide different functionality. 
The primary disadvantage of this technique is the extra 
time that is required for modifying the data. 

The second method makes use of switching of groups 
of memory segments. Each group of memory segments 
defines one desired function. Thus if we substitute one 
active group for another, we alter the operations of the 
circuit. If we need h different kinds of behavior, the entire 
memory requires capacity for h groups. 

We have used the second method to specify a subset of 
h required operations (i.e. h=Q, see section 1) and the first 
method to reassign the subset of operations for a new 
application. 

4. Practical applications 
 

We have assessed how the accelerator can be used for 
various digital systems. Three kinds of practical 
applications have been analyzed. The first is an 
accelerator for solving problems of combinatorial 
optimization. Note that it is difficult to solve the majority 
of complex practical problems just in hardware, so 
software plus hardware solutions are used [7]. Depending 
on the particular combinatorial problem, the hardware 
part requires various subsets of operations over Boolean 
and ternary vectors. Thus the proposed accelerator can be 
used directly. In order to evaluate the technique, two well 
known combinatorial problems have been examined. 
They are covering [7,8] and satisfiability [9, 10, 5, 7]. 

Let Matr be a discrete matrix that is Boolean for the 
first problem and ternary for the second problem. Each 
row (column) of Matr is considered to be a vector. The 
combinatorial algorithms will include the following 
elementary operations: 

1. Checking for orthogonality between two ternary 
vectors. 

2. Comparing ternary vectors in order to choose the 
vector that has the minimum number of components that 
are equal to don't care. 

3. Testing if a ternary vector does not contain 
components with the value zero (one). 

4. Verifying if a ternary vector has just one component 
with the value zero (one) and all the other components 
equal to don't care. 

5. Comparing Boolean vectors to choose the vector that 
has the maximum (minimum) number of ones or zeros. 

6. Forming masks (Boolean vectors) that permit some 
row/columns of discrete matrices to be excluded from 
further consideration. 

7. Testing if one vector covers another vector.  

An algorithm for solving a particular problem is 
composed of these and some other operations. Note that 
for the satisfiability and covering problems, different 
subsets of operations are required. For example, the 
algorithms for solving the satisfiability problem are based 
on the operations 1-4, 6 and the algorithm for solving the 
covering problem uses the operations 5-7. If we want to 
employ the same device that performs the above 
operations (see points 1-7) to solve either the first or the 
second problem, we have to be able to change the 
functionality of this device. 

The second practical application is a filtering task for a 
CAN (Controller Area Network) protocol controller. 
CAN is a communication protocol [11] for industrial and 
automotive distributed control applications based on field 
buses. It allows a distributed system composed of several 
nodes to communicate over a serial bus. Nodes exchange 
messages containing sensor information and data for 

 



actuators. The messages are encapsulated in frames and 
contain no source or destination addresses. The producer 
of a message puts an identifier that is used by all other 
nodes connected to the bus in order to determine whether 
they must accept or discard that message. In the first CAN 
controllers, the hardware generated an interrupt whenever 
a frame was received correctly. The interrupt must always 
be handled, even if the node discards that frame later. 
Filtering permits only the frames that respect some 
predefined criteria to be forwarded to software. The first 
CAN controllers didn’t provide any hardware support for 
message filtering. More recent CAN controllers do 
already provide that support [12], although it is very 
restrictive. The proposed accelerator can be used as a 
kernel to implement a filtering coprocessor with more 
flexible filtering rules, such as: examining specific 
patterns, verifying that data values fall within a range, etc. 

The third potential application is genome analysis and 
sequencing [13]. A genome consists of several genes. A 
gene has a coded part and a non-coded part. The coded 
part is a variable size sequence of codons used in the 
production of proteins. A codon is a sequence of three 
molecules, called nucleotide bases. There are four distinct 
nucleotide bases: A (Adenine), C (Cytosine), G (Guanine) 
and T (Thymine), resulting in 64 different codons (43). 
The data size of a genome is typically very large 
(particular sizes depend on the species). 

The coded part of the gene begins with an “ATG” 
codon and ends with a “TAA”, “TAG” or “TGA” codon. 
This can be seen as a sequence of symbols, codons, or 
bases, depending on the granularity being considered. If 
we encode the nucleotide bases and codons with binary 
codes such as: A - 00, C - 01, G - 10, T -11, then the 
proposed accelerator can be used to operate on the 
genome or individual genes in order to: find specific 
patterns and regularities; get statistical data; perform 
classification and correlation tasks, etc. 
 
5. Modeling 
 

The architecture depicted in fig. 1 can be reused for 
different accelerators and the functionality can be 
customized through changes in the reprogrammable 
blocks. Prior to the implementation of a particular circuit 
in hardware, it is reasonable to model and test it in 
software. This technique is also very helpful for 
debugging purposes and for examining and comparing 
various alternative circuits and algorithms. 

A software model of a dynamically reprogrammable 
accelerator is organized as a set of communicating 
objects, which are instances of classes described in C++. 
Basic relationships between the classes are expressed 
through aggregates and dependencies (see the simplified 
class diagram in fig. 5). A Visual C++ project that 
contains all the classes and the function main that models 

many different operations, including a RFSM with run-
time changes to its behavior, is available in [14]. The 
classes enclosed in single-line rectangles (shown at the 
bottom of fig. 5) describe the functionality of a cascaded 
RFSM model and all these classes were described in [15] 
with detailed examples. The classes enclosed in double-
line rectangles (shown at the top of fig. 5) express the 
functionality of the accelerator without RFSM. 

class accelerator
{   public:   // public functions
private: // see fig. 1

int size;
int count;
int index;
int temp;
bool *comp_memory;
Ternary_vector TV1,TV2,TVt;
Boolean_vector mask_register;   };

class Ternary_vector
{  public: // public functions

friend class accelerator;
private:

Boolean_vector BV1;
Boolean_vector BV0;
int size; };

class Boolean_vector  
{  public: // public functions
private:

short int size;
unsigned vector; };

class FSM_template 
{  public: // public functions
private:

int M_state;
int R_rg;
int N_output;
int L_input;
int Levels;
unsigned*       output_RAM;
Level_RAM*   array_LR;
Register         FSMR;         };

class Register  
{  public: // public functions
private: int R; unsigned storage;  };

class Level_RAM  
{  public: // public functions
private:

Prog_Mux *PM;
unsigned* storage;
int Size; };

class Prog_Mux  
{  public:
private:

int Size;
unsigned *RAM_M;

};

 

Fig. 5. Modeling of architecture in fig. 1 through a set 
of C++ classes 

The accelerator class models the architecture shown in 
fig. 1 and contains data (objects) of both user-defined and 
predefined C++ types. The objects of the latter type are 
size, count, index and temp and their names are the same 
as the names of the respective components in fig. 1. There 
are four objects of user-defined types in the accelerator 
class, namely TV1, TV2, TVt (which are instances of the 
class Ternary_vector) and mask_register (which is an 
instance of the class Boolean_vector). These objects 
model the components R1, R2, Rt and Rm accordingly (see 
fig. 1). The class Ternary_vector contains two objects 
BV1 and BV0 of the type Boolean_vector that use the 
encoding method considered in section 2. An object of 
type FSM_template is invoked in the class accelerator in 
order to provide the required sequential functionality. 
Thus, the behavior of the class accelerator depends on the 
behavior of the RFSM, which is indicated by the 
dependency relationship (see a dashed line shown in fig. 
5). Rhomboidal symbols indicate aggregate relationships. 

A RFSM object is created with the aid of the following 
class constructor: 

FSM_template::FSM_template(int L, int R, int M, 
int N, int levels, 

 unsigned RAMI[][16], 
 unsigned *tableI, 
 unsigned *tableOUTI); 

 



where L is the number of RFSM inputs, R is the size 
(number of bits) of the RFSM register, M is the number of 
RFSM states, N is the number of RFSM outputs, levels is 
the number of levels in the cascaded combinational circuit 
of the RFSM [15]. The last three parameters are arrays 
that model reloadable RAM blocks permitting RFSM 
behavior to be altered. The two-dimensional array RAMI 
contains data for the RAM blocks that are required for 
each level (the first dimension corresponds to the number 
of levels and the second dimension to the depth of the 
RAM block for the respective level). The parameter tableI 
is a pointer to an array that is supplied to the constructor 
and contains the data needed for the RAM block of a 
programmable multiplexer (see [15] for details). The 
parameter tableOUTI is a pointer to an array that consists 
of data for generating the RFSM outputs [15].  

There is a special function Reload in the 
FSM_template class, which has the following prototype: 

void FSM_template::Reload(unsigned RAM[][16], 
 unsigned *table, 
 unsigned *tableOUT); 
This function allows the primary arrays mentioned 

above to be reloaded thus enabling the RFSM 
functionality to be changed. Another technique that can 
be used for such purposes (switching of memory 
segments) was described in section 3. This method can be 
modeled in software by supplying an additional 
dimension for the arrays, which is responsible for 
switching segments. In other words an index for this 
dimension permits the appropriate memory area to be 
activated.  

The behavior of the blocks RC, RECC and RVCC (see 
fig. 1) is modeled through the accelerator class functions 
and overloaded operators. For example, the following 
function Comparator imitates the block RC (see fig. 4):   

bool accelerator::Comparator(int count, int temp) 
{ return comp_memory 

[2*(int)(count<temp)+int(count==temp)]; } 
where comp_memory is a RAM block that has to be 
programmed so that it implements the required 
comparison (see section 3).  

The C++ functions considered can be directly 
converted to hardware specifications. These functions 
mainly model combinational circuits. For example, in 
order to check two ternary vectors for orthogonality, the 
following function ort is provided: 

bool  Ternary_vector::ort( Ternary_vector &TV_arg) 
{   return  ((BV1|TV_arg.BV1)&(BV0|TV_arg.BV0))!=0; } 
This function can trivially be converted to 

synthesizable code in a hardware description language. 
For example, this code in VHDL looks like the following:  

Ort <= ’1’ when ((V1_1 or V2_1) and  
                  (V1_0 or V2_0)) /= "0…0" else ‘0’; 
where Ort = ‘1’ if the ternary vectors are orthogonal and 
Ort = ‘0’ in the opposite case, Ve_f (e∈{1,2}, f∈{0,1}) is 
a vector BVf for a ternary vector Ve. 

Sequential operations are executed by calling special 
functions that establish links between the selected vector 
in the accelerator and the RFSM. These functions have 
the following general prototype: 

unsigned Solve_TVe_BVf(FSM_template &FSM_t); 
where the indexes e and f are characterized above and 
FSM_t is a reference to an object (RFSM) that controls 
the desired sequence of steps. C++ programs, which 
model RFSM functionality, allow RAM blocks to be 
reloaded or switched enabling this functionality to be 
changed. These were described in detail in [15]. The 
Xilinx ISE 5.2 project (for Spartan-II/Spartan-IIE families 
of FPGA [16]), which includes a parameterizable (with 
the aid of VHDL generic and generate statements) VHDL 
code for the RFSM, is available through [14] (see tutorial 
8). A detailed description, which explains all the 
components of the RFSM model and demonstrates how 
these components are coded in VHDL can be found in 
[17], where there is also an example that illustrates 
interaction between the RFSM and a trivial datapath. The 
project [14] was tested in FPGA XC2S300E [16] that is 
available on the Trenz Electronic prototyping board TE-
XC2Se [18].  

Let us now consider how the C++ classes can be used 
for validating, debugging and verification of the various 
operations that are allowed for the proposed accelerator. 

Fig. 6 with a fragment of the C++ function main 
demonstrates how to specify the functionality of a RFSM 
and how to change it during execution time.  
  

int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{     Ternary_vector TV1(0x4,0x9,4),TV2(0x1,0x8,4);

accelerator A(4,comp_RAM);
A.write_TV1(TV1); // copies TV1 to the ternary vector 1 register
A.write_TV2(TV2); // copies TV2 to the ternary vector 2 register 
FSM_template FSMT(3,3,8,7,3,tableRAM2, table2, tableOUT2);
A.Solve_TV1_BV1(FSMT); 
FSMT.Reload(tableRAM, table, tableOUT); 
FSMT.Reset();
A.Solve_TVt_BV0(FSMT); 
A.Mask_TVt_bits(Boolean_vector(0x4,4));
FSMT.Reset();
A.Solve_TVt_BV0(FSMT); 

// . . . . . . .
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Fig. 6. An example of modeling 

 

 



The object A of type accelerator models the 
architecture depicted in fig. 1. Two external objects TV1 
and TV2 are copied to the accelerator A using the 
functions write_TV1 and write_TV2. The FSM_template 
class constructor creates an object FSMT, which will 
specify the first type of functionality. 

The function Solve permits the defined RFSM behavior 
to be applied to a vector, which is indicated by the 
function name. Thus calling Solve_TVt_BV0(FSMT) 
establishes the interaction between the RFSM and the 
Boolean vector BV0 of the temporary ternary vector 
(TVt). The function Reload makes changes to the RFSM 
functionality and then the new functionality can be 
associated with any vector (see the first and the last 
functions Solve in fig. 6). 
 
6. Hardware implementation 
 

The C++ accelerator class is composed of the 
following groups of functions and overloaded operators:  
• Group 1, which models operations over ternary 

vectors, i.e. those that describe the functionality of 
the block RVCC; 

• Group 2 that describes the functionality of the block 
RECC; 

• Group 3 that enables communications between the 
accelerator and the external world; 

• Group 4 includes functions such as Comparator. 
• Group 5 is composed of the Solve functions. 

The functions from the first group can be converted to 
VHDL (see, for instance, the example of VHDL code in 
the previous section). The RVCC block can be described 
something like the following: 

architecture Behavioral of accelerator is 
type data_for_RECC is array(0 to 3) of std_logic; 
signal RAM_for_RECC : data_for_RECC;  
signal V1, V2 : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
signal for_OR : std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
signal out_OR : std_logic;   

process (V1,V2)   
   variable index : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0); 
begin 
   for i in V1'range loop 
       index := V1(i) & V2(i); 
       for_OR(i) <= RAM_for_RECC(conv_integer(index)); 
    end loop; 
end process; 
data_out <= for_OR;   
test_ort <= ‘0’ when for_OR = "0000"  else ‘1’;  
- - the remainder of accelerator architecture  
A concrete vector size is chosen just for simplicity. 

Obviously a generic code can be used. 

The combinational process considered enables us to 
implement any bitwise Boolean function over vectors V1 
and V2. This function can be altered during execution 
time by reloading the RAM block RAM_for_RECC. For 
example, the following values in this block 
RAM_for_RECC <= ('0','0','0','1'); implement a bitwise 
AND operation with the result obtained in the signal 
data_out, which is described as an output port in the 
specification of the relevant entity. The following changes 
in the RAM block: RAM_for_RECC <= ('0','1','1','0'); 
enable us to examine orthogonality between the vectors 
V1 and V2 in such a way that if the external output 
test_ort (described in the accelerator port declaration) is 
equal to 1 then the vectors are orthogonal. Many other 
functions can be similarly implemented. 

The considered trivial code demonstrates just an idea 
and it permits to program and to execute logic operations 
only over Boolean vectors. That is why the block 
RAM_for_RECC has 2 inputs and 1 output. The complete 
code, which describes RVCC shown in fig. 3, is available 
in [14]. It allows to program and to execute operations 
over ternary vectors decomposed onto the considered in 
section 2 vectors BV0 and BV1. As a result the block 
RAM_for_RECC has 4 inputs and 2 outputs (see fig. 3).  

Functions from group 2 are trivial. Actually just a 
RAM block like RAM_for_RECC is required.  

Functions from group 3 establish data exchange 
between the accelerator and the external world. They can 
be described in VHDL at a register-transfer level.  

Functions in groups 4 and 1 have similar 
implementations in hardware. 

Functions from group 5 are the most complicated and 
they provide interactions with the RFSM. All the required 
details for these functions including a synthesizable 
VHDL code can be found in [14,15,17]. In software, this 
interaction is modeled through two functions with the 
names Solve and Run [15]. The function Solve links the 
RFSM with the remainder of the accelerator. This is done 
through the following three lines of code: 

while (exchange!=0x1000)         {  
exchange = Run(exchange); 

 exchange = fsm.Run(exchange);  } 
The constant 0x1000 indicates a termination condition. 
Obviously any other type of a termination flag could be 
selected in software and in hardware. The variable 
exchange models a channel. The function fsm.Run 
belongs to the class FSM_template. It reacts to signals 
from the remainder of the accelerator. The first function 
Run executes operations activated by the RFSM.  

All data needed for the RFSM RAM-blocks (see fig. 6) 
can be verified in software. Hardware circuits have the 
same functionality as the software model and implement a 
core with reprogrammable components (RAM blocks) 
that define different possible types of the functionality. 

 



Data for the RAM blocks can be examined in software 
and copied to the relevant memories in hardware. If the 
memories in hardware can be reloaded during execution 
time, then the accelerator acquires a dynamically 
modifiable functionality. Such reloading can be provided 
by a variety of means, such as through any external 
interface available for the FPGA (serial, parallel, PCI, 
with static or flash memory, etc.). Examples of 
reconfiguration with the description of the relevant 
hardware circuits can be found in [17].  

Two dynamically reconfigurable accelerators have 
been implemented and tested in hardware. For the first 
accelerator, a Virtex XCV812E FPGA has been 
employed. The structure of the circuit is shown in fig. 7. It 
is composed of an accelerator, which has the architecture 
shown in fig. 1, and a reconfiguration controller that 
permits all the required RAMs, such as those included in 
the blocks RVCC, RECC, RC and RFSM, to be reloaded. 
The controller in fig. 7 (that is composed of FSM F and 
an address decoder) receives data from the PCI bus and 
writes the data to the respective reconfigurable memory 
block. The FSM F requires 4 slices of the XCV812E 
FPGA for any kind of reloadable RAM block. Hardware 
resources required for the address decoder depend on the 
number of inputs and outputs for the RAM-blocks. These 
resources are negligible (just a few slices).  
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Fig. 7. Hardware implementation of the accelerator 
 
A second accelerator has been considered for educational 
purposes and projects have been proposed to students 
within the "Reconfigurable computations" discipline [19]. 
The general task was to design a dynamically 
reconfigurable circuit that interacts with software running 
on a PC through the parallel port. The XESS XS40 and 
XStend boards with a Xilinx XC4010XL FPGA have 
been used as the hardware platform. Since only sequential 
operations over vectors have been considered, just the 
RFSM has been implemented in hardware. On the other 

hand the general structure of the circuit is the same as in 
fig. 1 and run-time changes of operations over vectors 
have been provided. The complete accelerators with the 
reconfiguration controller and additional circuits for 
communicating with the PC through the parallel interface 
for vectors with a size G≤24 require from 130 to 324 
CLBs of a XC4010XL FPGA for various projects. 
 
7. Experiments 
 

To validate the proposed technique, all the individual 
reprogrammable components of the circuit in fig. 1 have 
been tested and various modes of static and dynamic 
changes have been examined. 

For memory components with l inputs and n outputs, 
which can be either ROM or RAM, two kinds of 
implementation have been evaluated. These are:  

1. Components constructed through programming 
look-up tables - LUTs, i.e. on the basis of CLBs 
configured as ROM/RAM with single (SPRAM) or dual 
(DPRAM) ports.  

2. Components implemented on the basis of embedded 
memory blocks available in the Xilinx Spartan-II/Spartan-
IIE/Virtex-EM families of FPGA.  

Additional circuits that are required for dynamic 
changes to the accelerator functionality include either a 
register that keeps the code of the active memory group, 
or a sub-circuit that reloads a dual-port memory through 
the relevant port.  

The reconfiguration has been provided through: 

1. PCI bus for the XCV812E FPGA. For such purposes 
we have used an ADM-XRC board linked to the PCI bus 
and the ADM-XRC API library [20]. 

2. Static RAM attached to FPGA and embedded block 
RAM for FPGAs of Spartan-II/Spartan-IIE families of 
Xilinx. One example is considered in [17].  

3. Parallel port of PC for the XC4010XL FPGA. For 
such purposes we have used the XS40 and XStend boards 
of XESS linked to the PC parallel port (this 
implementation was considered just for educational 
purposes). 

Table 1 shows the time required for dynamic loading 
of memory blocks with different parameters through the 
PCI. The working frequency for the used XCV812E 
FPGA was set to 30 MHz. The first line of Table 1 
contains the required time for reloading the segment 
register, which activates the required group of RAM 
segments (see section 3). The other lines show the loading 
time for RAM blocks. 

A number of projects that were used for experiments, 
including all student projects, are accessible through [14], 

 



where there are also many helpful tutorials available that 
demonstrate how to construct various hardware blocks in 
Xilinx ISE 5.2 software. These projects and tutorials were 
mainly developed for the prototyping board [18]. Some 
projects are also available for the Celoxica RC100 board. 

Table 1. Reconfiguration time. 
 

The type of memory  Configuration time 
(ms) 

Switching memory segments  0.00112  
Dual-port RAM: l=5,  n=32 0.00676  
Dual-port RAM: l=6,  n=32 0.01983 
Dual-port RAM: l=7,  n=32 0.05499 
Dual-port RAM: l=8,  n=32 0.12153 

 
8. Conclusion 
 

The paper suggests an architecture for a dynamically 
reconfigurable accelerator for operations over Boolean 
and ternary vectors. It contains four components with 
alterable functionality to be employed for both 
combinational and sequential operations. The accelerator 
can be seen as a parameterizable library block and it was 
modeled in software and tested in hardware. The results 
of experiments have shown that the proposed approach 
can be used directly for practical applications that require 
operations over Boolean and ternary vectors. Some 
feasible applications from different areas were presented 
in section 4.  Note that the method used for encoding 
vectors also permits operations to be carried out over 
vectors with four possible values of their elements. Such 
operations are required in particular in genetics. 
Additional materials relating to the accelerator, including 
a number of helpful tutorials and Xilinx ISE 5.2 projects, 
are available on the Internet [14]. 
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